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MODEL: 8´ RADIUS
WEIGHT: 1644 Ibs.
DIMENSIONS: 194" w x 86" h x 191" l
MAX NO. OF ADULT CATTLE: 3-4
ALLEY LENGTH: Min. 16´ (2 x 8´ Alleys)

MODEL: 10´ RADIUS
WEIGHT: 2136 Ibs.
DIMENSIONS: 242" w x 86" h x 241" l
MAX NO. OF ADULT CATTLE: 6-7
ALLEY LENGTH: Min. 30´ (3 x 10´ Alleys)
MODEL: 12´ RADIUS
WEIGHT: 2463 Ibs.
DIMENSIONS: 288" w x 86" h x 286" l
MAX NO. OF ADULT CATTLE: 9-10
ALLEY LENGTH: Min. 40´ (4 x 10´ Alleys)

USING LIGHT TO IMPROVE FLOW
The 3E™ BudFlow® Cattle Tub adheres to low-stress cattle handling

techniques, utilizing cattle’s natural behavior to create efficient flow. By
using cattle psychology to the benefit of the handler, you will minimize

cattle stress and improve flow through your system. Featuring two

entry gates, the handler is able to use the 3E BudFlow Tub in two ways
depending on the amount of cattle to be worked.

The NEW 3E system is a feature that allows cattle to see more light
as they enter and exit the tub with lower sheeting on the entry panel,

and the additional panel to the side of the exit. This provides cattle with
the impression that they are escaping, rather than entering an enclosed

area, and drastically improves the flow of livestock through your handling
system.

Every good cattle handling system should begin with a tub that features
enhanced safety, high-quality construction, and quiet points all around.

Our R&D team has dedicated countless hours of research to design a
tub that initiates crowd movement while adhering to low-stress cattle
handling principles. By combining the Bud Box concept with a crowding

tub, the 3E BudFlow Cattle Tub offers ‘the best of both worlds’ to the
rancher operation. Whether you are working with a small group of cattle or
running a large group through a system, the 3E BudFlow Tub is designed
to maximize efficiency and profitability, allowing you to have time for more
important things in life.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
• BudFlow® Cattle Tub - 3 YEARS

Products must be registered to claim warranty. Contact your Authorized Arrowquip Dealer
for more information.

HIGH-QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
• 14-gauge steel sheeting
• Panels are bolted together for structural integrity
• Primed and powder-coated steel ensures long-term durability of the
equipment

• Rectangular tubing limits cattle bruising and injury
• Panels are stabilized by joiner bars connecting to the center of the
tub

• 12´ tub features welded stays to provide extra support

ENHANCED SAFETY
• Designed to be operated from the outside of the tub
• Circular shape eliminates risk of animals backing into a corner
• Crowd gate lock assists in sweeping so cattle are unable to push
the gate back

• Higher railing on panels and gates for 12´ tubs is ideal for spirited
cattle

• Rubber bumper on center post to eliminate gap

LOW 33.5" SHEETING

EVEN QUIETER
• Sheet metal is caulked to reduce noise
• Bolted panels eliminate rattling
• Rubber bushing on the crowd gate lock cushions impact to
eliminate metal clanging

NEW 3E SYSTEM [PATENT-PENDING]
• Cattle can see more light through low-sheeted panels, making for
easy entry and exit

• Low sheeting on the first panel cattle see upon entering gives

cattle the perception that they are escaping rather than entering an
enclosed space

• Greatly improves how cattle flow through the tub into the alley

WORK YOUR WAY
The 3E BudFlow® Tub is designed to use cattle psychology to your
advantage no matter how you like to work your livestock. The sheeted
panels allow the operator to utilize point of balance handling techniques

without having to be inside the tub. Cattle can also be worked from the
ground as they can see the operator through the railings, which eliminates

the need for catwalks. With the 3E BudFlow Tub, low-stress handling is
guaranteed for cattle groups of any size.

3E BUDFLOW: BUD BOX
BUT BETTER
The BudFlow Tub with the 3E System is a new and improved version of
the Bud Box. Traditionally, a Bud Box would require the handler to be in
the box to lead cattle into the alley system. With the 3E BudFlow Tub

design, cattle can instinctively turn themselves around and exit the tub

with ease. The concept of BudFlow allows for easy application of the
start-stop method when working livestock through a system ending in a

chute. Leading cattle into the alley is much smoother with the 3E lowersheeted panels, and the crowd gate can be used to assist animals in the
right direction if necessary.

HOW 3E BUDFLOW WORKS

Cattle enter the 3E BudFlow Tub by seeing light
through the 3E panels, and you close the entry
gate behind them

Cattle move easily into the alley with no force

Cattle naturally turn back to where they entered

If a cow hesitates to exit the tub, the next one can
take charge and continue flow

Cattle approach the open access to the alley

DO MORE WITH S-FLOW
An S-Flow System generates constant flow of cattle by incorporating arcs
into full handling systems. Based on cattle’s instinct to follow curves, they
are repeatedly convinced that they are escaping which prevents pauses
in the operation. Unlike the start-stop method recommended for chute-

ended systems, S-Flow is ideal when handling large groups of cattle for
drafting or loading into a truck. The 3E BudFlow Tub works well for this
concept because the ¾ circular design makes it possible for one handler

to create the draw required to initiate crowd movement. By leading cattle

into a curved Easy Flow® Alley System, the operator is able to apply the
S-Flow concept completely and efficiently.

WORKING S-FLOW WITH 3E BUDFLOW:

Cattle enter the tub through the back gate

Cattle easily enter the open access to the alleys

Cattle see light through the low-sheeted panels
and follow the circular shape of the tub

Cattle round the tub and see others through the
low-sheeted panel, drawing them out of the tub

The S-Flow system is continued with curved alleys
leading to the draft or loading ramp

The handler can use point of balance handling
techniques to maintain continuous flow

Arrowquip was founded in 1988 by the Firth family in Australia with the

piece of equipment we develop undergoes an extensive development

the practical application of animal science and welfare standards, and

our equipment the best it can be for the handler to work their livestock. As

mission “To influence the livestock handling industry globally through

increase producer safety and profitability with innovative equipment”. This
inspiration came while working cattle on their family ranch in Australia,

due to the challenges they encountered with the lack of quality livestock

handling solutions available to ranchers. As a forward-thinking family,
they began to develop solutions to fill this gap in the market, and have
been providing the high-quality livestock handling equipment producers
are seeking ever since.

Arrowquip is the only manufacturer to employ a full-time team of
engineers dedicated specifically to cattle handling in our industry. Every

period in which our R&D Team exhausts every possible avenue to make
a result, our equipment is recognized worldwide as the most innovative
and thoughtfully designed livestock equipment in the market today.

In the last 30 years, Arrowquip has become a world-renowned

manufacturer of cattle handling solutions known for their innovative

designs, technological advancements, investment in animal science,
and forward-thinking equipment. Our years of research, equipment

development process, extensive testing periods, and the refusal to settle
for “good enough” have set a new precedent within the livestock handling
industry.

1-866-383-7827 | sales@arrowquip.com | arrowquip.com

